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Make Honda. Model Grom Grom The Honda Grom has probably put smiles on more people?
And it? Best of all, some fresh new graphics and colors make the Grom even cooler. And the
Grom makes ton of sense when it comes to dollars and cents too: You can run it on pocket
change, and you can park it just about anywhere too. So what are you waiting for? Life on
Planet Grom is a whole lot more fun than where you? And the best part is there? Model Cb The
paint looks good but its not show quality. For sale is a Honda CB in great condition. It rides and
runs well. It was sitting for the past 10 years in a garage. We've gone through the bike, and all of
the electrics work, except the headlight only works on high beam. The oil has been changed,
carburetor has been cleaned, valves adjusted, new battery, and new tires old ones are in the
pictures. It starts on the first kick. The odometer reads miles. There is some cosmetic wear, as
can be seen in the photos, including some scratches on the tank and side covers. The seat is in
great condition. There is some rust on the spokes. It has a clean title and is ready for the road!
Local pick-up preferred, happy for buyers outside of the area, but you're responsible for
arranging the transport. We're happy to assist with regards to loading, etc. Within miles of
Chattanooga, we're happy to deliver for a delivery fee. This is a fantastic, fun bike! Let me start
by saying this beast is worth every Penny. She screams like you want a girl to scream. She
doesn't talk back and can Handle anything you throw at her. She was made to pound the
pavement in as a stock motorcycle. Just imagine as you reach up to those 14" ape hangers with
your throttle hand to crack her wide open and reach down at the American piece of Ingenuity.
So out of instinct you crack the throttle open anyways and when that Makuni opens WFO that
new sigma six jet kit will kick her back against the sissy bar and make here eyes water because
now you just shot up to mph So if you are a serious buyer and even more looking for adventure
than I have your adrenlian fix here. Me and this motorcycle has a lot of history 7 years we have
spent together and a lot of memories I'm being forced to sell Charline and part ways with her.
So if you are single and want women to chase you like crazy and have so many that you have to
beat them off with a stick. Or if you are married and you want you wife to stop barking like a
Chihuahua and start respecting you like a man, where she is so nice to you that she is begging
for you to take her for a ride around the block on this beast of a motorcycle then just drop me a
line three,three,six,two call or text anytime. Have title in hand. MUST come pick up bike. Located
in Conway area of Orlando. Model Gold Wing. Own the Inaugural bike. Ride it home, even to the
West Coast or Key West. New rear tire and battery. They are perfect, keep the original since the
early bikes all had a problem with the meter faces. Honda's Goldwing GL While this first
production version of the now famous Goldwing was ultimately deemed to be a success it was
after all the birth of a legend , it's place in the world of motorcycling was not entirely cast in
stone at the beginning. Part of the reason for this was the fact that the GL didn't really fit
properly into any particular motorcycle class, even though it was officially tagged as a tourer.
Weighing in at lbs dry, it was far too heavy to be called a sports bike and the upright sitting
position also helped to kill of any such sporting pretensions. The rear coil spring suspension
wasn't up to the job of handling all the weight when the rider was pushing it through heavy
going, such as the winding country roads that all bikers love at least occasionally to tackle. The
total absence of touring kit fitted as standard didn't help the official touring image either,
although Honda did offer a top fairing as an accessory throughout the production life of the GL
The following timeline provides a glimpse into the many milestones that have made the Gold
Wing the icon it is today. Powered by a revolutionary cc liquid-cooled horizontally opposed
four-cylinder engine, the Gold Wing opened new possibilities never before considered by the
experts in the enthusiast press, much less the consumer public in general. What to make of this
open-class machine with world-class power and cross-country capabilities? Gold Wing

customers took to the open road in droves, and helped inspire an industry-wide paradigm shift
toward long-distance motorcycling. Although Honda had been building overseas plants for
more than 25 years, the move to America in the s was risky. Nevertheless, Honda forged ahead,
and on September 10, , the first Honda of America Manufacturing HAM plant begins production
as a group of 64 associates completes the first 10 Honda motorcycles built in Marysville, Ohio.
More than a rehashed GL with 10 percent greater displacement, the new Wing incorporates
deliberately planned modifications that guide it away from the superbike realm and place it
squarely into the touring category. The new cc engine now favors torque rather than
horsepower, a longer wheelbase provides more room for both pilot and passenger, and a new
air-assisted suspension system gives the Gold Wing its most supple, comfortable ride to date.
In , the innovative Interstate fulfilled that vision as the first Gold Wing available fully equipped
with factory-installed fairing, saddlebags and trunk, plus the option of a stereo sound system.
Turnkey touring, Gold Wing style, is born. Amenities abound in standard trim, including LCD
instrumentation, stereo, CB, on-board air-compressor and thoughtful touches such as the
handy storage pouches in the passenger backrest. At the same time, through the use of
Redpages in its advertising, Honda underscores its technological edge. The addition of
hydraulic valve adjustment now made the Wing virtually maintenance-free. At the same time,
chassis improvements made the big Wing feel amazingly agile, and open-road comfort was
superlative. First, with the Gold Wing so firmly entrenched within the touring realm, Honda
decides to drop the standard, unfaired GL Second, an ultra-luxurious Limited Edition arrives,
complete with computerized fuel injection, four-speaker sound system, cruise control,
auto-leveling rear suspension, a comprehensive electronic travel computer and special
two-tone metallic gold paint. At Anna, all the casting, forging, machining and heat-treating
processes necessary to turn raw materials into finished, sophisticated engines reside under
one roof. The new machine had to be superior in every aspect: extremely quiet and silky
smooth, yet extremely powerful with superior handling. The GL got thereâ€”the hard way. These
efforts culminated in a six-cylinder luxury motorcycle of such surpassing excellence it would
establish a touring benchmark that would dominate motorcycling for more than a decade. In , a
full-scale model is created. Appropriately enough, the millionth model is a Gold Wing; this
commemoration is altogether fitting, since the success of the Gold Wing and that of Honda in
America are inextricably intertwined. As part of this process, the engine production line is
transferred from Anna to Marysville to facilitate the new Gold Wing production. Two numbers
alone tell a big story: bhp and lb. In terms of power, the new Gold Wing is literally in a class of
one. Before the GL was completed, Honda would patent no less than 20 technological
innovations that were incorporated into this amazing high-performance luxury motorcycle. To
date, more than , Gold Wings have been produced. A six-speaker premium audio system with 80
watts per channel comes standard on every new GL, and riders may also opt for a satellite
navigation system with color screen, a Cold-Weather Comfort Package and an industry-first
fully integrated motorcycle airbag. The Gold Wing also boasts increased luggage capacity,
greater protection from wind and weather, revised suspension settings for enhanced ride
compliance, and unparalleled comfort for both rider and passenger. Bayfield, CO. Williamsburg,
VA. Burnet, TX. Davis, CA. Mill Valley, CA. Eau Gallie, FL. Dix Hills, NY. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Cb Year Make Honda Model Cb Year - Make Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month.
Honda Motorcycle For Sale! Make Honda 3. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. This Honda CB reportedly had a single owner before
being donated to the Petersen Automotive Museum four years ago. This CB shows
approximately 3, miles and is sold with a clean California title. The CB was only available in
Candy Topaz Orange for , and this example wears factory-style decals and emblems. The right
side cover shows a different hue, the seat cover has a split seam, and the chrome exhibits
pitting. Several reflective decals and a period tail rack were added by the previous owner.
Chrome wire-spoke wheels wear older tires that should be replaced due to age. The air-cooled
cc overhead-cam single originally produced 17 horsepower and is linked to the rear wheel
through a 5-speed transmission and chain drive. No mechanical inspections have been made
under current ownership, nor have any attempts to start the engine. The bike is currently
registered on Planned Non-Operation status in California according to the seller. You're the
high bidder. Your bid has been posted in the comment flow on the listing, and you can see other
bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you win the auction, your card will be charged for the
service fee and you pay the seller directly for the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing
pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we pre-authorize your credit card for the
service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the pre-authorization will be released. For
more info, read about our auctions or email us with any questions. Are you sure you want to

proceed? This Honda Motorcycles got away, but there are more like it here. See Result.
Upcoming Events Copperstate April 10 - June 5 - 6. August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None
Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T. Advertise on BaT. You are not connected to real-time updates.
Attempting to connect. Your real-time updates could not be connected. Missed updates will be
sent once your connection has been reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid
Successful Congratulations! Confirm your bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit
Card. Are you sure? Cancel reply. Keep me in this conversation via email. Loading more
commentsâ€¦. Please enable JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your
Comment Did you mean to enter this number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above.
Post This as a Comment Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error posting your
comment. February 12, at PM PT. Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. What's it worth? SirSkizzo ,
Jun 3, So, a friend wants to sell me his grandfather's old Honda CB It has been sitting in a
basement since at least , has only miles, and appears to be in otherwise excellent condition.
Haven't checked out the inside of the gas tank yet - although there is a small area of peeling
paint on the outside of the tank. Rest of the paint, seat etc. Seems like it just needs a good
cleaning, new tires, brakes, battery etc. I was thinking this would be a good father-son project
bike to work on with my teen boys. Any idea what something like this is worth in its condition?
Valker , Jun 3, Check out that tank. AFAIK all parts are still dealer available. SirSkizzo , Jun 4, I
did find out quickly that many consumables are still easily obtainable. Lots of old parts still
around! RetroRob , Jun 21, Easy to find parts and super easy to work on I have a CB and I ride it
almost daily! Got any photos to share? SirSkizzo , Jun 22, I didn't pick it up yet SirSkizzo , Jul 8,
It finally arrived today! OV10 , JohnE65c and mach1mustang like this. ADV Sponsors. JohnE65c
, Jul 17, Joined: Mar 14, Oddometer: Location: Florida. Sweet looking bike. When I first saw the
front disc and thought it was an add-on. When I checked, '74 was the 1st year for the front disc.
I think Honda used that setup on cm? A lot of people will say the Honda 90 or Honda 70 is the
superior platform. Your is just a great starting point for whatever direction that you might
choose. SirSkizzo , Jul 20, I can't wait to really tear in to it. But kids are just back from camp.
And it is supposed to be their project, not mine. But most of the bike looks good so far - except
the gas tank has the expected rust inside. I've never had to deal with it but god bless Youtube
and all the folks with restoration tips. Amazing to see what you can do just with a little vinegar.
Although i'll need something more powerful One67 , Jul 22, For your tank, the POR15 kit is way
better than kreem. It comes with a caustic wash to clean out any hydrocarbons and a
phosphoric acid solution to dissolve any rust, then you use the sealer. Very nice bike. Carb
clean, new plug and points, new battery. Check the valve clearance, probably don't need to
adjust them but good to know they are good. Should start in a few kicks. Good luck. SirSkizzo ,
Jul 23, Joined: Jan 13, Oddometer: Location: Northumberland. OConnor , Jul 24, Joined: May
22, Oddometer: 6, Location: Midwest. I'd run the tank in the clothes-dryer with a couple
hand-fulls of sheet-rock screws in the tank not the dryer and see how clean it comes out before
I would coat it with anything. My sister has one of these but I'm not sure of the year. It's been in
a shed for 30 years. I don't remember it having two instrument clusters like those shown in the
above pictures. OConnor , Jul 26, I think the CB had just a speedo, had the tach too. Joined: Jul
3, Oddometer: Pretty bike. Should be a great project for you and your sons. I have a 73' and it
runs perfect. I bought mine from the original owner with the original title. The lady at the DMV
didn't know what to do with it! There worth about in the Seattle area. That's pretty cool that it's a
project bike with the kids. You wont be able to not have fun with it! You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password?
Make Honda. Model Grom Grom The Honda Grom has probably put smiles on more people?
And it? Best of all, some fresh new graphics and colors make the Grom even cooler. And the
Grom makes ton of sense when it comes to dollars and cents too: You can run it on pocket
change, and you can park it just about anywhere too. So what are you waiting for? Life on
Planet Grom is a whole lot more fun than where you? And the best part is there? Model Cb The
paint looks good but its not show quality. For sale is a Honda CB in great condition. It rides and
runs well. It was sitting for the past 10 years in a garage. We've gone through the bike, and all of
the electrics work, except the headlight only works on high beam. The oil has been changed,
carburetor has been cleaned, valves adjusted, new battery, and new tires old ones are in the
pictures. It starts on the first kick. The odometer reads miles. There is some cosmetic wear, as
can be seen in the photos, including some scratches on the tank and side covers. The seat is in
great condition. There is some rust on the spokes. It has a clean title and is ready for the road!
Local pick-up preferred, happy for buyers outside of the area, but you're responsible for
arranging the transport. We're happy to assist with regards to loading, etc. Within miles of
Chattanooga, we're happy to deliver for a delivery fee. This is a fantastic, fun bike! Let me start
by saying this beast is worth every Penny. She screams like you want a girl to scream. She

doesn't talk back and can Handle anything you throw at her. She was made to pound the
pavement in as a stock motorcycle. Just imagine as you reach up to those 14" ape hangers with
your throttle hand to crack her wide open and reach down at the American piece of Ingenuity.
So out of instinct you crack the throttle open anyways and when that Makuni opens WFO that
new sigma six jet kit will kick her back against the sissy bar and make here eyes water because
now you just shot up to mph So if you are a serious buyer and even more looking for adventure
than I have your adrenlian fix here. Me and this motorcycle has a lot of history 7 years we have
spent together and a lot of memories I'm being forced to sell Charline and part ways with her.
So if you are single and want women to chase you like crazy and have so many that you have to
beat them off with a stick. Or if you are married and you want you wife to stop barking like a
Chihuahua and start respecting you like a man, where she is so nice to you that she is begging
for you to take her for a ride around the block on this beast of a motorcycle then just drop me a
line three,three,six,two call or text anytime. Have title in hand. MUST come pick up bike. Located
in Conway area of Orlando. Model Gold Wing. Own the Inaugural bike. Ride it home, even to the
West Coast or Key West. New rear tire and battery. They are perfect, keep the original since the
early bikes all had a problem with the meter faces. Honda's Goldwing GL While this first
production version of the now famous Goldwing was ultimately deemed to be a success it was
after all the birth of a legend , it's place in the world of motorcycling was not entirely cast in
stone at the beginning. Part of the reason for this was the fact that the GL didn't really fit
properly into any particular motorcycle class, even though it was officially tagged as a tourer.
Weighing in at lbs dry, it was far too heavy to be called a sports bike and the upright sitting
position also helped to kill of any such sporting pretensions. The rear coil spring suspension
wasn't up to the job of handling all the weight when the rider was pushing it through heavy
going, such as the winding country roads that all bikers love at least occasionally to tackle. The
total absence of touring kit fitted as standard didn't help the official touring image either,
although Honda did offer a top fairing as an accessory throughout the production life of the GL
The following timeline provides a glimpse into the many milestones that have made the Gold
Wing the icon it is today. Powered by a revolutionary cc liquid-cooled horizontally opposed
four-cylinder engine, the Gold Wing opened new possibilities never before considered by the
experts in the enthusiast press, much less the consumer public in general. What to make of this
open-class machine with world-class power and cross-country capabilities? Gold Wing
customers took to the open road in droves, and helped inspire an industry-wide paradigm shift
toward long-distance motorcycling. Although Honda had been building overseas plants for
more than 25 years, the move to America in the s was risky. Nevertheless, Honda forged ahead,
and on September 10, , the first Honda of America Manufacturing HAM plant begins production
as a group of 64 associates completes the first 10 Honda motorcycles built in Marysville, Ohio.
More than a rehashed GL with 10 percent greater displacement, the new Wing incorporates
deliberately planned modifications that guide it away from the superbike realm and place it
squarely into the touring category. The new cc engine now favors torque rather than
horsepower, a longer wheelbase provides more room for both pilot and passenger, and a new
air-assisted suspension system gives the Gold Wing its most supple, comfortable ride to date.
In , the innovative Interstate fulfilled that vision as the first Gold Wing available fully equipped
with factory-installed fairing, saddlebags and trunk, plus the option of a stereo sound system.
Turnkey touring, Gold Wing style, is born. Amenities abound in standard trim, including LCD
instrumentation, stereo, CB, on-board air-compressor and thoughtful touches such as the
handy storage pouches in the passenger backrest. At the same time, through the use of
Redpages in its advertising, Honda underscores its technological edge. The addition of
hydraulic valve adjustment now made the Wing virtually maintenance-free. At the same time,
chassis improvements made the big Wing feel amazingly agile, and open-road comfort was
superlative. First, with the Gold Wing so firmly entrenched within the touring realm, Honda
decides to drop the standard, unfaired GL Second, an ultra-luxurious Limited Edition arrives,
complete with computerized fuel injection, four-speaker sound system, cruise control,
auto-leveling rear suspension, a comprehensive electronic travel computer and special
two-tone metallic gold paint. At Anna, all the casting, forging, machining and heat-treating
processes necessary to turn raw materials into finished, sophisticated engines reside under
one roof. The new machine had to be superior in every aspect: extremely quiet and silky
smooth, yet extremely powerful with superior handling. The GL got thereâ€”the hard way. These
efforts culminated in a six-cylinder luxury motorcycle of such surpassing excellence it would
establish a touring benchmark that would dominate motorcycling for more than a decade. In , a
full-scale model is created. Appropriately enough, the millionth model is a Gold Wing; this
commemoration is altogether fitting, since the success of the Gold Wing and that of Honda in
America are inextricably intertwined. As part of this process, the engine production line is

transferred from Anna to Marysville to facilitate the new Gold Wing production. Two numbers
alone tell a big story: bhp and lb. In terms of power, the new Gold Wing is literally in a class of
one. Before the GL was completed, Honda would patent no less than 20 technological
innovations that were incorporated into this amazing high-performance luxury motorcycle. To
date, more than , Gold Wings have been produced. A six-speaker premium audio system with 80
watts per channel comes standard on every new GL, and riders may also opt for a satellite
navigation system with color screen, a Cold-Weather Comfort Package and an industry-first
fully integrated motorcycle airbag. The Gold Wing also boasts increased luggage capacity,
greater protection from wind and weather, revised suspension settings for enhanced ride
compliance, and unparalleled comfort for both rider and passenger. Lawrenceville, GA. Davis,
CA. Winter Springs, FL. Dix Hills, NY. Alamo, CA. Morristown, TN. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Cb Year Make Honda Model Cb Year - Make - Model -.
Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Honda
Motorcycle For Sale! Make Honda 3. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Honda. Model CB. I think most were rusted by She
draws a crowd at the gass station. The best thing is that there are lots of NOS Honda parts 4
this bike a low cost if you would need any. Up for sale is a Honda CBS. This motorcycle is in
excellent condition and needs nothing. I installed a new battery this Spring and have been
riding as much as possible this season. Unfortunately, that hasn't been as often as I would like
and as a result, this motorcycle is going on the market. It runs just as you would hope it would
and it is great for running around town. The motorcycle is titled in my name and comes with the
owner's manual, service book, and 3 keys. This motorcycle is for sale as is without any sort of
warranty. No refunds or returns are available. Please watch the video above and ask questions
if there is anything you would like to know about which hasn't already been covered. I will work
with the shipping company of your choice I have had success with UShip but once the
motorcycle leaves my possession, it is entirely your responsibility. Local pickup is available as
well. The title will be sent through the mail only after payment has cleared and will require
signature confirmation upon arrival. Honda CBS 40 years old start and run. Need the carburator
adjustment to be running perfect. Tittled in NC. Second owner. Only miles, One hundred and
sixteen miles. Please ask me any Question. Local pick up or buyer is resposible for shipping.
See pictures for condtion. Model Cb. Still has the dealer stickers on it. Comes with another CB F
needs work, but will run. Great running easy to start little single cylinder thumper. The
motorcycle started out as a stock CB S, this is what's been done. New steering head races and
bearings. New fork seals Custom fit a Honda Rebel front fork assembly the forks were
shortened 3 inches the bike needed a disk brake much better than original drum brake. The
front wheel is also off the same Honda Rebel. A new 18" rim was laced to the original rear brake
drum old rims were not worth saving Fuel tank cap was recessed into tank removed that ugly
fuel cap lid All stock electronic relocated under the seatCustom aluminum seat pan with custom
seat padRear set brake and shift controls Custom speedo and ignition bracket Hagon rear
shocksPowder coated frameStainless brake line Issues:Small paint defect on the tank by dime
in picture Bike with sold bill of sale only no title checked with North Carolina DMV and
motorcycle is eligible for a bonded title. Check with your state before bidding. Motorcycle will
ship after payment clears my bank. I will work with your shipper and help where I can. Bike is
sold as where is with no warranty expressed or implied. I have a Honda CB for sale. Very nice
example of an original clean bike. The bike starts up and runs and rides good. Everything
works, lights, horn, etc, has new tires on it. Nice solid honda with only miles on it. Clear Indiana
title in hand. Please let me know what questions you have and feel free to call Very clean low
mileage vintage Honda. Tax and title fees will be collected and title applied for by Johnsons
Cycle Shop for Wisconsin buyers. Email or call with any questions or for more picturesthanks
for looking. No title bill of sale only. This is a good complete project bike that has not has not
been ridden or started in many years. It was always stored indoors. The engine kicks over with
good compression and shifts thru all gears. Original bike with stock exhaust. Ready to refresh,
restore, cafe, etc. See pics and feel free to message with any questions or to see the bike in
person. Sold as is no warranty. Full payment due within 7 days. Buyer is responsible for all
shipping arrangements, I can coordinate with shipper of your choice and hold the bike safe until
shipping can be arranged. International buyers welcome. Model CB S. Slightly custom Honda
cbs with only original miles on it. Bought it off a guy who had it in a shed since I put a new gas
tank on it and a new carborator. I also put new handlebars on it and a side mirror. I have made
slight upgrades to the electrical system to make it reliable and I have put in a new battery. All
the original parts come with the bike and a new seat that I have coming in that will be more of a
cafe style seat. My number is text or call. Model Shadow VT User friendly. Well maintained.
Custom exhaust, after market chrome add ons throughout. New rear tire, saddle bags, tank bra

and more. Call for additional details. Model Cb S. All original parts except tires as far as I know,
have title, parked in garage always. I have one blue plastic side panel but it is broken, the other
one is missing. Model CB Still in beautiful condition considering it's age I've been using it all
summer, but the stator and voltage regulator just went up - and will need to be replace in order
for this to start. Luckily, they are easily found online. The battery is new, but given that it's been
so thoroughly drained - you may need a new battery as well. Otherwise, the right turn signals
aren't working - I'm assuming it's an electrical issue Make me an offer, let's have a conversation.
Williamsburg, VA. Carthagena, OH. Fort Rice, ND. Ravenscroft, TN. Rock Springs, WY. Lyles,
TN. Brooksville, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Cb Honda.
Paul, Minnesota. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Cb. Category
- Engine 1, cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. George, Utah.
Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Road Test Cycle Long gone is the time when the major
Japanese motorcycle manufacturers were battling it out in combat on the showroom floors and
racetracks with 50cc and cc and cc motorcycles. The basic motorcycle went from to to to to ccs
and with each increase there was a smaller and smaller selection of small street motorcycles.
The Honda CB It's been around since the time when all the factories had street bikes. And it
hasn't changed much over the years, though this year it has bright red fenders that go nicely
with the tasteful styling of the little bike. There not being any competition for the CB, it manages
to get along with the same cc SOHC Single, five-speed transmission and combination pressed
steel and tube frame. There's no electric starting or tachometer or turn signal canceller or disc
brakes. This is a very basic motorcycle. Big holes not costing any more to make than little
holes, the only way Honda could sell the CB for less money than Yamaha does the SR is to
leave off some of the features and cut costs wherever possible. And there just aren't that many
parts on a Single that can be left off. Particularly with a SOHC single. Of course there are no
counter-rotating balancer shafts on the such as those of the large Honda Singles. Nor are they
needed. On the engine is the most basic of 22mm slide valve carburetors and an ordinary
battery and points ignition. This is all basic stuff, stuff that's worked for years and is easy to
maintain. Valve lash is set with a screw driver and wrench. For maximum performance you shift
when the speedometer needle reaches the shift mark. Little motorcycles naturally get
stigmatized. So do big motorcycles, but the stigma isn't so offensive. Little motorcycles lend
themselves to beginning riders because they are light and less intimidating than bigger
machines. All the controls are within the power of smaller' people, so small folks like the son
who's not fully grown and the wife who can't reach the ground on the dual purpose bike can feel
at home on the CB Put in the right perspective, however, the becomes fun if not exciting to
those used to much bigger machines. When was the last time you were engaged in a contest of
speed and didn't have to worry about getting a ticket? Heck, on the Honda every stoplight is a
drag race and the competition is in Honda cars and Volkswagen busses and Buick sedans. The
CB will win those races, too, but mostly because people in cars don't drive as fast as they can.
Still, there's a thrill in seeing traffic fade slowly in the rear view mirrors as the Honda is thrashed
to the shift points in every gear. At least in town the traffic fades pleasantly back. Out on an
open road the story is reversed as the Honda has all it can do keeping up with the flow of cars
doing Because the performance is so modest, the tends to be ridden flat out, all the time.
People who usually refrain from such practices found themselves powershifting into second
gear to pop the front wheel in the air. Other benefits of the size came when traffic backed up and
the rider could slip between the lanes on even narrow streets. One place the isn't fun is on a
busy interstate. In areas with rain grooves the grooves throw the little bike back and forth, the
short handlebars wiggling disconcertingly. While the bike can reach nearly 70 mph, it can only
hold 60 mph without the rider flat on the tank and without wind. Hills or headwinds can slow the
bike down to 50 where it is uncomfortable in traffic. In California the isn't even legal on freeways
because the engine is smaller than the minimum cc size required. There is no life in the slow
lane in California because there's no slow lane. The brakes on the CB are worth mentioning, but
that's not something positive. It's a 10 horsepower motorcycle with five horsepower brakes.
One rider took the to the bank and came back wanting to know what was wrong with the front
brake. He didn't think it had one. At both ends of the small Honda there are tiny drum brakes,
each one with 13 sq. The rear brake manages to do its job because there's lots of leverage for a
strong foot and the rear end of a motorcycle doesn't do much stopping anyway. Up front there's
a shorter lever for a hand that's not as strong as a foot and the brake is the same size so little
happens when a rider grabs the lever. Considering this is a beginner's motorcycle, the brakes
will only teach the rider that he can't pull the front brake too hard, but it could also teach the
rider that it's not worth pulling it at all. Before the other factories got out of the small street bike
market, Honda had a disc brake on the front of the Now that there's no competition, there's the

tiniest of drums. The clutch is also marginal. It can't be held in until the signal changes because
it warms up and begins to grab. When the engine is revved up before taking off the clutch can
object with peculiar noises. Even during gentle riding the clutch level moves a long way, slowly
taking hold, before it all-of-a-sudden grabs. Beginning riders deserve better. Starting the is
simple, but not as easy as other small motorcycles have been. The lever is short and needs
more pressure than a small two-stroke needs to kick it over. Once moved, the Honda starts
within a couple of kicks, hot or cold. When cold, however, the choke must remain on for a few
minutes or the cycle will die, but when riding the bike the choke has to be turned off so the
engine will rev. Cold running could certainly be improved. Once when the Honda was kicked
over it backfired and refused to start. The frustrated rider gave up and took an easy-starting
Yamaha SR home for the night, discovering the next morning that the backfire had blown the
plastic top off the 's carburetor, taking the slide with it. The plastic carb top had simply broken
in two. Another excessively cheap part. Yes, there is some. Again, it's what you'd put on if you
couldn't sell the bike for as much as you'd like. Travel is 4. Rear spring preload is adjustable,
the only adjustment on the suspension. Considering the spindly forks and tiny shocks, the
suspension works better than it should. Handling is a matter of trust. How much does the rider
trust the 18 in. Bridgestone in front and the 17 in. Nitto in back? Scraping the pegs on the would
be a matter of bravery, not skill. Honda makes a roadracer, hut this isn't it. The 47 in. It did 78
mpg on the CR' test loop, the best result since we began doing repeatable miles-per-gallon
tests. And the loop is a hit unfair to small engines, as they are working hard on the highway
portions that allow superbikes to cruise with throttles barely cracked. In intended service, for
example running errands, short hops to school and store, the would he even better. A minority
comment here, from those who recall that the old Twins, as in Triumph, used to return almost as
many miles per gallon. A mild, slow-turning large engine can be as efficient as a small,
high-revving engine. But overall, the CB is our mpg champ to date. One reason it's so tough to
build a good small motorcycle is the amount of safety equipment required on a street bike. The
reflectors and two brake light switches and signal lights and the emission certification cost as
much on a small bike as on a large bike and the required equipment becomes a greater part of
the motorcycle's cost. There's a curious blend of features and lack of features on the There's a
helmet lock and tool box hanging below the seat on the right side. A grab strap runs across the
seat. There is no oil pressure warning light or sight gauge for checking oil level. No trip meter.
The 35 watt headlight only seems to work on well lighted streets. It would be appropriate on a
moped, perhaps. Yet there's a locking cover over the gas tank filler that surely requires more
parts and more cost than a simple locking cap that would also be easier to use. When Honda
came up with the revised XL a couple of years ago, it would have seemed natural to stick the
improved cc engine in the CB at the same time. After all, the CDI, six-speed transmission and
better carburetor cost little extra and one engine could have cut production costs. Instead,
Honda changes the CB by adding rectangular turn signals and redesigned clutch and brake
levers and hand lever dust covers and new fuel tank striping and sidecover emblems and
improved seat styling. All those changes make for a more attractive motorcycle and Honda is
betting that the inexperienced rider who will buy the CB is more interested in the better styling
than he or she would have been in improved brakes and clutch or better tires. Honda, as usual,
is probably right. Fortunately, there's also the XL and the almost-identical but more powerful XL
that cost little more than the CB and provide much greater performance. It's also the best
undercc street bike because it's the only under cc street bike. Home Manufacturer Contact.
Honda CB S. Make Model. Four stroke, single cylinder, SOHC, 2 valves. Bore x Stroke. Cooling
System. Air cooled. Compression Ratio. Max Power. Max Torque. Multi-disc, wet. Final Drive.
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shopping experience. If you have experienced a problem with our website, please describe the
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Honda CBS products than any other aftermarket vendor and we have them all at the lowest
guaranteed prices. Not only that, but we have them all in-stock and ready to ship today. Dennis
Kirk has been the leader in the powersports industry since , so you can rest assured that we
have your back when it comes to bringing you the best Honda CBS products. We want to hear
from you! Sign Up! Contact Us Dennis Kirk, Inc. Select Ride Type. Create an Account.
Remember Me? Forgot your password or trouble logging in? Click Here. Give us your feedback!
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